
Discovering                
MotionPoint’s Solution
Our unique approach makes it fast and easy to deliver great 
localized online experiences for your global customers. 
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Introduction

MotionPoint’s turn-key website localization 
solution leverages the coded structure and 
content of your website, enabling us to 
translate, deploy and continuously operate 
multilingual versions.

Our industry-leading technology, processes 
and expertise eliminate technical and 
operation burden. We also remove the 
ongoing headaches of daily website 
localization and operation. We dramatically 
reduce effort and costs, too.

As a MotionPoint customer, what’s required 
from you? You pick a new domain for your 
localized site, and tell us about your brand’s 
voice. We handle the rest.

We follow four steps to deliver world-class 
localized online experiences:

Collect

Translate

Display 

Optimize

Our solution also empowers you to re-use 
your translations across channels—from 
PIMs to email campaigns, product feeds, 
offline documents, social and more.

Read on to learn about our approach.
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Collect

First, we help you identify which sections 

of your flagship website to translate. We 

then deploy sophisticated, industry-leading 

content-detection technologies to identify 

and collect this content for translation.

This collection is performed before we 

translate and launch your site—and on an 

ongoing basis, post-launch, to keep your 

localized site’s content in sync with your 

flagship content.

MotionPoint’s technology detects 
translatable content in these media, 
and more:

Text

Images

Multimedia (PDFs, videos, etc.)

Dynamic content

Third-party content

Structured data/metadata

Content in applications
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Next, our technology separates this content into easily translatable chunks called 
segments, and processes them through exclusive translation engineering technologies 
to find ways to proactively reduce your translation costs.

These optimized segments are then routed to our linguists for immediate translation.

Unmatched Speed

WEBSITE LAUNCHES
MotionPoint’s solution can localize your website and launch it in as little                
as 30 days, regardless of its size or complexity.

WEBSITE UPDATES
We translate, edit, review and publish content updates in one business day or less. 
No other provider can reliably deliver translations within that timeframe.
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Translate

MotionPoint consistently delivers translations that capture the personality, intelligence, 
wordplay and wit of the world’s most brand-sensitive companies. Here’s how we do it:

BRAND VOICE

To guide the translation of your website content, our ISO-certified 
translation team—which specializes in your industry—works with you to 
craft a style guide and glossary. These tools help ensure accuracy and 
consistency of your brand voice across languages and markets. 

CULTURAL AUTHENTICITY

Our linguists choose words and phrases that resonate within specific 
markets to improve on-site engagement. We also use culturally relevant 
SEO terms to increase your site’s rank in local search results.
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CONTEXTUAL INTEGRITY

These linguists craft their 
translations in context using a 
unique tool that provides a “live 
view” of how text, images and 
multimedia appear together 
on a webpage. This technology 
accelerates the translation process 
and helps deliver an excellent 
experience for your customers.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

We conduct thorough, 
professional linguistic and design 
reviews to ensure the translation 
is accurate and the content 
displays properly on your website.

Translation memory is a special database that stores 
all of the translations for your project. These 
translated segments are available for re-use, which 
avoids costly, duplicate translation.

When our technology spots new content on 
your site, it automatically compares it against the 
contents of your translation memory.

If the segment has already been translated,   
it’s ignored

Previously-translated segments are instantly 
published at no cost to you

If the content is net-new, it’s queued for      
rapid translation by our linguists

Machine translation is another cost saver. 
MotionPoint can use machine translation where 
appropriate. For example, we can choose human 
translation for high-traffic pages where messaging     
is crucial, and machine translation for content that     
is less brand-sensitive.

Controlling Costs
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Display

MotionPoint’s elegant technology separates the 
content from your flagship website’s code in 
ways that—when combined with translation—
deliver immersive, localized web experiences.

We use industry-leading proxy-based 
technology  to display your translated websites 
to global visitors.

When customers visit your flagship website, 
their interactions—from the URLs they type to 
the links they click—send requests to your web 
servers. Your system swiftly assembles web 
pages based on these requests, pulling content 
from databases, templates, third-party sources, 
graphics and more. The pages are then instantly 
sent via the Internet to the visitor’s device.
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Let’s assume your flagship website is published in English, and its URL 
is website.com. We’ll also say your translated site is in Spanish, and its 
URL is website.es.

A Spanish-speaking visitor accesses your localized site. 

The visitor’s on-site interactions are sent to MotionPoint’s proxy technology.

The proxy technology requests the visitor’s desired page, in English, at website.com.

It receives this English page and swaps its translatable English content with Spanish 
content stored in MotionPoint’s translation server.

The proxy technology then merges this Spanish content with the page’s original code and 
structure, preserving navigation and functionality. The Spanish-speaking visitor receives 
the Spanish version of the webpage.

This entire process happens instantly.
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Turn-Key Convenience

MotionPoint solves the challenge of operational complexity for localized websites. Our customers 
benefit from comprehensive services, including:

24 / 7 / 365 MANAGED HOSTING

MotionPoint fully manages the hosting of your multilingual content. Our solution is 
also compatible with Content Distribution Networks in any configuration. This shifts 
all uptime, software patches, and installation tasks to MotionPoint. If any hosting or 
performance-related issue arises, MotionPoint deals with it, not you.

24 / 7 SUPPORT AND ESCALATION

You have a dedicated Project Manager who oversees your daily activity and support 
requests during weekday business hours. You can also contact MotionPoint’s Support 
team 24 / 7 / 365 using our online support interface.
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CUSTOMIZABLE NOTIFICATIONS

Our ConvertAlert technology monitors your localized website’s key conversion flows for 
dramatic increases or decreases in performance. If we see your daily averages begin to 
dip, we quickly investigate the conversion path to determine if there’s a technical error or         
problem with the path’s functionality. This helps preserve, or increase, the conversion rates   
of your multilingual website.

SITE MONITORING AND NOTIFICATIONS

Our technology regularly communicates with your localized site to ensure that it’s online and 
functioning properly. If we receive an error message, we immediately investigate the matter.

SOFTWARE AND SYSTEM ENGINEER

MotionPoint supports all functionality of your multilingual websites—without requiring any IT 
effort on your end. A dedicated Software / System Engineer is assigned to your project, and 
oversees its day-to-day operation.
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Optimize

MotionPoint improves the business 

performance of your localized websites 

by increasing their impact and value 

with best practices and proprietary 

technologies. Here are just a few:

4
SUPERIOR UX
Our EasyLink® technology increases traffic 

and conversion rates of your localized sites 

by seamlessly welcoming first-time visitors 

in the languages they are most likely to 

speak. It also anticipates—and remembers—

other customer preferences, including 

country of residence and currency. EasyLink 

supports cookie law compliance, too.

Customizations
Our solution lets you customize specific 
website elements and content, including:

Local support contact

Locally preferred words and phrases 

Cost estimates and pricing                  
in local currency

Specifications in local measurements

Market-specific promotions or events

Presenting an authentic, culturally-relevant 
UX through customization increases trust, 
engagement and conversion rates.
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ON-SITE SEARCH
MotionPoint also offers localized On-Site 
Search, which assists global customers in 
navigating to proper web pages. This generates 
higher click-through and add-to-cart rates.

It also eliminates translation time and costs 
by leveraging previously-translated keywords, 
phrases and product descriptions that are 
already stored in your translation memory.

ANALYTICS ENABLEMENT
MotionPoint is compatible with all website 
analytics solutions. We can track traffic, 
engagement and other important metrics of 
your localized websites. Alternately, we can 
work with your team to ensure your reporting 
systems can track the performance of the sites.

INTERNATIONAL SEO BEST PRACTICES

By implementing hreflang tagging on your 
multilingual sites, MotionPoint can deploy 
localized sitemaps that boost your site’s 
rankings in local search engines. It also 
ensures localized sites have the same 
relevance and ranking as your flagship 
website.

MotionPoint-powered websites are always 
visible to Google and other search engines, 
and fully indexable by their crawler 
technologies.

We also translate SEO-rich content, 
including metadata and structured data, 
page title and descriptions, Open Graph 
data, Twitter cards and more. MotionPoint 
also conducts thorough keyword research 
for your brand, industry and market.
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Omnichannel

A translated website is only one of many marketing channels     
you’ll need to effectively generate awareness, engagement and 
sales in new markets.

MotionPoint’s proxy-based solution and API empower you to                   
re-use your translations across channels, such as:

PIMs and product feeds

In-market social media posts

Emails and newsletters

Advertisements

Educational PDFs

Offline sales materials

Beyond our proxy solution, we offer convenient and flexible         
capabilities to localize your multichannel content for global markets.
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TranSend

TranSend is a secure web-based tool. Using 
its intuitive interface, you can submit content 
for translation via plain text, HTML or XML 
files. TranSend compares this content against 
your translation memory database. 

If the phrases in those files have already 
been translated, they’re delivered instantly 
and at no additional cost. Customers can 
also submit content that hasn’t yet been 
translated. These assets are localized and 
delivered within one business day.

API

MotionPoint also offers an API for customers 
that need to localize PIMs for global markets, 
or content from marketing software or other 
databases. It’s multichannel friendly. With our 
API, you can develop an integration between 
our platform and yours, to fit your unique needs.

This reliable pipeline enables you to 
transmit batches of multichannel content 
to MotionPoint—either manually or 
programmatically—for translation. You’ll receive 
translations via the API within one business day.

Find the Perfect Balance

For the ultimate flexibility and cost-savings in multichannel translation, we recommend a savvy 
combination of MotionPoint’s capabilities. Use our fully turn-key, proxy-based solution to translate 
your website content, and our API for your multichannel content.



About MotionPoint

MotionPoint solves the operational complexity 
and cost of website localization. Unlike all 
other approaches, our technology and turn-key 
solution are built specifically for this purpose. 

We translate, deploy, and operate multilingual 
websites, optimizing the customer experience 
across all channels.



info@motionpoint.com
www.motionpoint.com

MotionPoint Corporation

United States
Lyons Technology Center
4661 Johnson Road
Coconut Creek, FL 33073

+1.954.421.0890

Europe
Regus Cibeles
Calle de Alcalá 61, Room 323
28014 Madrid

+34.917.944.707
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